
Real has enhanced the company’s revenue share program so that new agents joining Real can name 
up to two sponsors who can both benefit from an equal portion of Real’s split of the commission. The 
program’s purpose is to help strengthen our collective One Real culture and embody our core values 
while promoting collaboration.


What is Co-Sponsored Revenue Share?
Under Real’s legacy program, when a new agent joins the organization, he or she names a single 
sponsor to receive a portion of Real’s 15% split of the commission. Under the Co-Sponsored Revenue 
Share program, new agents can name up to two sponsors who can both benefit from an equal portion 
of Real’s split of the commission.



We want to empower our agents to collaborate with one another and lift one another up across the 
organization. Real’s Co-Sponsored Revenue Share program is designed to break down silos and 
encourage collaboration as we continue to grow.

Co-Sponsored 
Revenue Share
Real’s revenue share enhancement is 
available as of February 1, 2023

The Benefits of Co-Sponsorship
One of the primary reasons we developed this program is because we heard directly from agents that 
the single-sponsor model did not always meet their needs. For example

 Two sponsoring agents have complementary strengths and want to work together to attract new 
agent

 A new agent independently partnered with two sponsors prior to joining the organizatio
 A sponsoring agent newer to attracting seeks out support from a more seasoned sponsor



In each of these cases, sponsors are collaborating to help tell Real’s story and explain its benefits to 
those outside of the organization. This benefits the new agent because it gives them an even larger 
network to lean on, and it benefits sponsors by expanding their networks exponentially through the 
Co-Sponsor Grid.



How Co-Sponsored Revenue Share Works
A new agent has the opportunity to identify two sponsors when they sign their ICA and commit to 
joining the organization. The two sponsors split the sponsorship evenly at 45% and 45%, and Real 
receives a 10% portion for processing. Why does Real maintain a percentage for processing? We 
anticipate not only that this program will be popular, but also that it will lead to an increase in the 
number of agents who join the organization. This processing fee is built in from the outset so the 
program remains sustainable over the long term.

How Co-Sponsored Revenue Share Works

The Co-Sponsor Grid
By co-sponsoring agents across the organization, sponsors expand their sphere of sponsorship, 
branching out and down across the grid and benefitting from opportunities previously limited to 
them.



Primary advantages include

 Naturally expanding their network and revenue share potential across the organization with other 
Real agent

 Curating customized support systems specifically designed to attract new agents to the 
organizatio

 Continuously extending revenue share tiers by collaborating across multiple network levels



We are introducing Co-Sponsored Revenue Share to give agents the flexibility to determine what 
works best for them. We expect them to utilize a combination of the existing and proven single-
sponsor model in addition to the co-sponsored model to supercharge their attraction opportunities.



This will provide our agents an opportunity to earn more income, experience greater company-wide 
collaboration, and strengthen our culture.



We aren’t moving away from our existing model of revenue share—we are expanding or enhancing it. 
More opportunities to earn income. More incentives to collaborate across our community. More 
benefits to being a part of something Real.


“We believe that a culture built on economics can be very successful, but a culture based on 
economics and collaboration grows exponentially.”

- Real President Sharran Srivatsaa


